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Prototype-Based Clustering Techniques
Clustering aims at classifying the unlabeled points in a data set into different groups or clusters, such that
members of the same cluster are as similar as possible, while members of different clusters are as dissimilar as
possible. Because there is no a priori knowledge about the class labels, clustering is also called unsupervised
classification. Several approaches to clustering exist, and probably differ because they have originated in different
domains of artificial intelligence and statistics. For example, graph-theoretic and tree-based techniques are
popular in the machine learning community; while objective function-driven or prototype-based clustering
methods such as the
Means and Gaussian Mixture modeling have long been used in statistical pattern
recongnition. We concentrate on prototype based clustering methods because they lend themselves more easily
to robustifying efforts based on robust statistics. Most prototype based clustering methods are based on the
Means and its fuzzy counterpart, the Fuzzy
Means (FCM) [Bez81] algorithms.
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It is known that for complex data sets containing overlapping clusters, fuzzy partitions model the data better than
their crisp counterparts. In particular, fuzzy memberships are richer than crisp memberships in describing the
degrees of belongingness of data points lying in the areas of overlap. Moreover, fuzzy partitions generally make
the optimization process less prone to local or sub-optimal solutions. With a fuzzy partition, a data point
belongs to each cluster,
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The Fuzzy

Means (FCM) [Rus69,Dun74,Bez81] algorithm uses the following criterion:
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The optimal FCM memberships for (4) can be shown to be [Bez81]
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Therefore, the optimization process consists of alternating updates of the memberships, as given by (6), and the
cluster centers as given by (5). The fuzzy memberships allow each data point to belong to all clusters to a varying
degree of membership. Hence, fuzzy partitions involve less commitment than their hard or crisp counterparts in
every step of the optimization process. This results in a lower sensitivity to initialization. By changing the distance
measure in the objective function of the FCM, it can be generalized to seek clusters of various shapes such as
lines, curves, planar and quadric surfaces [GK79,KFN95]
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